Large organizations always require fast and efficient network monitoring system which reports to the network administrator as soon as a network problem arises. This paper presents an effective and automatic network monitoring system that continuously monitor all the network switches and inform the administrator by email or sms when any of the network switch goes down. This system also point out problem location in the network topology and its effect on the rest of the network. Such network monitoring system uses smart interaction of Request Tracker (RT) and Nagios softwares in linux environment. The network topology is built in Nagios which continuously monitor all of the network nodes based on the services defined for them. Nagios generates a notification as soon as a network node goes down and sends it to the RT software. This notification will generate a ticket in RT database with problematic node information and its effect on the rest of the network. The RT software is configured to send the ticket by email and sms to the network administrator as soon as it is created. If the administrator is busy at the moment and does not resolve the ticket within an hour, the same ticket is automatically sent to the second network responsible person depending upon the priority defined. Thus, all persons in the priority list are informed one by one until the ticket is resolved.
I. INTRODUCTION
An efficient and automatic network monitoring is always required for large organizations like universities, companies and other business sectors where the manual network monitoring is very difficult [1] , [2] . Since large organizations have a big network topology, the manual network monitoring causes waste of time to point out problem location [3] . The Multi Router Traffic Grapher (MRTG) has been extensively used for network traffic load monitoring. MRTG generates graph for all the nodes of the network topology from which the traffic load information can be accessed [4] . It consists of perl script which uses simple network management protocol (SNMP). Manual monitoring of all nodes of a huge network with MRTG is inefficient and time consuming.
The network monitoring scheme presented in this paper, make use of the smart interaction of Request Tracker (RT) and Nagios software to obtain an intelligent and automatic Manuscript Muhammad Inayatullah Babar is with University of Engineering and Technology, Peshawar Pakistan network monitoring system. This system is intelligent in a sense that it can specify the problem location in the network topology as well as its effect on the other nodes. If a parent node stops functioning then all the child nodes also become unreachable but problem notification of only parent node is sent to the administrator. Thus, this efficient network monitoring and reporting back system quickly inform the administrator about the network problem location [5] .
The role of network monitoring is performed by the nagios software [6] . The whole network topology is constructed in nagios [7] . The administrator apply different services on the network nodes that are to be monitored by nagios software. Nagios continuously monitors all network nodes and generate notification when a node goes down after making a pre-defined number of attempts [8] , [9] . The key role in network management is performed by the RT software which manage the tickets generated by the nagios software. RT is heavily used worldwide and can be customized and configured according to the organization needs. RT perform several important functionalities like it can provide multiuser interface, authentication and authorization to the organizations [10] .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes characteristics of ideal network monitoring system. Section 3 briefly describe the automatic network monitoring system. Network monitoring by nagios and its configuration are explained in section 4. Section 5 describes the importance of RT ticketing system and its configuration for network management. Section 6 describes the interfacing of nagios with RT. Section 7 explain important results obtained. Finally, section 8 concludes the paper.
II. IDEAL NETWORK MONITORING SYSTEM
The term "network monitoring" describes a system that continuously monitor the whole network topology for jamming, slowing down or failing components and notifies the network responsible person via email, sms or other alarms in case of any problem [1] . The network monitoring is usually associated with the functions involved in network management [11] . Network management is required to ensure that the network is up and running [12] . The ideal network monitoring system should have the following properties:
 It should be automatic and continuously monitor the network.  It should quickly inform the administrator about the problem as soon as it arises.  It should be intelligent enough to point out the problem and its exact location in the network topology. It should also be able to identify the problem effects on the rest of the network and the services that will become unavailable.  It should keep a record of the changes in the network which makes easier to find the cause of the problem due to configuration change.  It should provide remote authentication and authorization for the administrator to get access to the monitoring system from everywhere. 
III. AUTOMATIC NETWORK MONITORING
An overview of the automatic network monitoring and management system defined in this paper is shown in Fig.  1 (a). The CISCO switches were used in the network which support SNMP. These network switches are configurable and different services e.g. ping, ssh etc are applied on them. All the attributes of the switches and routers are also defined in nagios software. After every 10 sec (pre-defined time), nagios monitors all the services that are applied to the switches. Nagios is configured to make 5 attempts if a service appears to be down. After 5 failed attempts, a notification is generated in nagios which generate a ticket in RT. The RT server has a continuous interaction with internet service provider (ISP) [8] . As soon as a ticket is generated in RT, it is forwarded via email to the network administrator with the information of the problematic switch. The administrator can remotely access the RT server and resolve the ticket [10] . If the administrator does not resolve the ticket within an hour then it is forwarded to the next responsible person in the priority list and so on. This network monitoring system is implemented in linux environment and its basic work flow is shown in Fig. 1 (b) .
IV. NETWORK MONITORING BY NAGIOS
Nagios is open source and web based software used for network monitoring [7] . It monitors network nodes and services applied on them and inform the network administrator when any change happens in the network [6] . Nagios is well suited application for linux environment but it can also run on other platforms as well. Nagios is a secure and easy manageable application which provides nice web interface, automatic alerts if condition changes and various notification options [13] .
When any node or service in the network gets problem, nagios generates notification to the network administrator in the form of email or sms. Nagios is developed under GNU general public license and supports different services like HTTP, NNTP, Ping, SMTP, etc. Nagios allow administrator to build complete network topology and define child-parent relationship among nodes. This child-parent relationship among nodes enable nagios to send only one notification if a parent node goes down with the information that child nodes become unavailable. A generic network topology created in nagios is shown in Fig. 2 (a) .
Nagios decide about the condition of nodes and services with two factors: "status" and "type of state". The status can be either up, down, critical or unreachable while the type of state can be either soft state or hard state. The type of state has great importance for alerting process. It decides about the final status before a notification is sent out. In order to avoid false notifications, nagios check the nodes and services for pre-defined number of times before declaring them to have real problem [13] . The number of attempts can be controlled by "max_check_attempts" option in the node and service definitions. Node or service is declared in soft state if status check results in a non-OK state but the number of attempts is less then "max_check_attempts". This is also called "soft error state". In the "soft recovery state", the node or service recovers from "soft error state". Node or service is declared in hard state if status check results in a non-OK state for the number of attempts specified in "max_check_attempts". This is also called "hard error state" when the node is either unreachable or down. In the "hard recovery state", the node or service recovers from "hard error state". The hard state of node or service will change if the status check changes from hard OK state to hard non-OK state or vice versa. If during the hard state change, the node or service is declared in non-OK state then the hard node or service problem is logged and administrator is notified about the problem. But if during the hard state change, the node or service is declared in OK state then the hard node or service recovery is logged and administrator is notified about the recovery. Furthermore, if the hard state change occurs from one non-OK state to another non-OK state then the administrator is re-notified about the problem [7] . A screen shot of host problem in nagios is shown in Fig.  2 (b) .
A. Nagios Installation
Nagios installation in Ubuntu is quite simple. Just follow the steps below as root user:
# apt-get install nagios3 After installation, assign the web user password with the following command:
# htpasswd -c /etc/nagios3/htpasswd.users username Now nagios can be accessed from browser using Fully Qualified Domain Name (FQDN) by visiting the web page at http://FQDN/nagios3. Use the login information specified above:
username: 
V. RT TICKET MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
A good management system is usually required for organizations in order to manage their work flow, offering services to clients or manage hardware/software problems [5] , [14] . Every ticket has certain attributes and ID number used to identify the ticket. RT is an open source ticket management software developed by Best Practical, Inc. New York University. RT is heavily used worldwide as it provides email friendly interface and keep track of tickets which represent a job to be done. RT provide ease of use, multiuser accessibility, access control, history tracking, remote accessibility, generate notifications and customization according to organization requirements. Different versions of RT software is available to work on windows, Unix and Linux environments. It also requires a database which can be MySQL, POSTGRESQL or ORACLE. Since RT is open source, thus can be customized using Perl script language. RT also requires Apache web server. RT make use of Perl based main engine and a database to store its data and provides web and email interfaces [10] .
RT allows to create different users via web interface and assign rights to them. Users can also be arranged in groups and assign rights to them on global basis. RT can also be configured to generate queues of tickets to work on. These queues correspond to a group of different services. The RT queue configuration window is shown in Fig. 3 . Ticket is key object in RT which defines a job to be done. RT ticket attributes include status, watcher, time left, time worked, ticket priority, queue and its owner. Main ticket watchers are its owner and requester but additional watchers can also be defined. RT ticket priority can range from 0-99 which determines the importance of ticket with 99 as the highest priority. It is also possible to define initial and final ticket priority which increases or decreases with the time left. RT also allows to define custom scripts which take an automatic action in response to a given condition. 
A. RT Installation
RT software requires many dependencies for its installation in Linux environment [10] . Ubuntu and Fedora are preferred choices as they allow automatic installation of many required dependencies during the installation process. RT can be installed in Ubuntu environment with the following commands in the terminal:
# apt-get install rt3.6-apache2 request-tracker3.6 3.6clients apache2-doc postfix mysql-server lynx libdbd-pgperl libapache-dbi-perl rt3. 6-rtfm During postfix configuration, a pop up window appears to enter the "system mail name" which is also called Fully Qualified Domain Name (FQDN). FQDN is used to provide global access to the RT software.
B. RT Configuration
Make the following important changes in the configuration file "RT_SiteConfig.pm". Set($rtname, "rt-name"); Set($Organization, "organization-name"); Set($CorrespondAddress , rt@FQDN); Set($CommentAddress , rt-comment@FQDN); Set($WebPath , "/rt"); Set($WebBaseURL , "http://FQDN/rt"); Set($DatabaseType, $typemapmysql); Set($DatabaseUser , "user-name"); Set($DatabasePassword , "user-password" ); Now restart the apache to get sure that all the changes have been recorded. Enter the following URL in the browser: "http://FQDN/rt" and finally, log in with the user name "root" and password "password".
VI. INTERFACING NAGIOS WITH RT
At the final stage, nagios is interfaced with RT software. The main network monitoring task is performed by nagios but the ticket management task is performed by RT. "rtmailgate" plays an important role for creating interface. For this purpose, an alias is created in file called "aliases" by inserting the following text:
rt: "|rt-mailgate --queue `name of RT queue' --action correspond --url http://FQDN/rt" rt-comment: "|rt-mailgate --queue `name of RT queue' -action comment --url http://FQDN/rt"
The above statements will inform rt-mailgate to send all nagios notifications to the defined queue in RT. Check whether rt-mailgate works properly with the follow statement.
echo "checking functionality" | mail -s `rt-mailgatetesting' rt@FQDN
The above statement will generate ticket in RT with subject "rt-mailgate-testing". Create a queue with the same name in the configuration menu of RT. Also assign required rights to the users as well as groups. When ever nagios will generate a notification, a ticket will be created in RT. The network monitoring system functionality can be tested by making any of the network node unavailable. This will generate a nagios notification which will create a ticket in RT. The ticket will be forwarded to all watchers in the defined queue of RT according to the priority.
VII. PERFORMANCE TEST
Nagios software is configured to monitor the whole network every 10 sec. Nagios put any of the node or service in "soft error state" when it becomes unavailable [6] . Nagios is also configured to make 5 re-attempts and finally put node/service in "hard error state" if the repeated attempts fail [7] . This has been verified by making a generic node "node1" unavailable. After the hard error state, nagios sent a notification to the RT server. According to the defined configuration, RT has generated and sent a ticket by email to the network administrator. The network administrator checked the ticket but did not change its status to "resolve" or "open". After an hour, the same ticket with same attributes was automatically forwarded to second responsible person by email who has remotely accessed the RT server and changed the ticket status to "resolve". The ticket was not forwarded to any other person in the priority queue after its status has changed. Thus, the presented paper has provided automatic and efficient network monitoring and management system.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
This paper has presented an efficient and automatic network monitoring and management system which quickly reports to network administrator in case of any problem. Nagios is configured to generate and monitor the whole network topology and send notifications in case of state change anywhere in the network. These notifications will generate tickets in RT. The further network management task is performed by RT. RT is configured to send email or sms to all responsible persons one by one after every predefined time interval until the problem is solved. This network monitoring system is fully automatic and the administrator has to check only his emails. The presented network monitoring system is intelligent to quickly identify problem location in the network and also its effect on the rest of the network. Thus, it is highly efficient and provides full control over the network.
